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SHELF FEEDERS  
 

DESIGNED FOR OPTIMAL FEEDING   
 
› Wet/Dry Feeder 

› Optimal feed access

› Easy to maintain



SHELF 

FEEDERS

PT-2578A-201705

This heavy duty Chore-Time Shelf 

Feeder provides optimal feed access 

for your pigs. Constructed with 

304 Series stainless steel to resist 

corrosion and takes the abuse 

provided by pigs. The removable 

water tube makes for a quick clean-up 

and easy service.

Optimal feed access

› This double-sided wet/dry shelf feeder 

offers improved average daily gain 

rates. 

› Pigs can eat feed directly from the 

elevated shelf or mix their feed with 

water in the feeder pan space below 

the shelf.

› Solid divider panels in feed trough 

reduce waste and increase durability.

› Added headroom allows larger pigs to 

stand and eat more naturally.

› Stainless steel water pipe feeds 

EDSTROM™ high quality nipples and 

provides one nipple per feed space.*

› The Chore-Time Shelf Feeder can be 

customized to fit center-pen or fence-

line feeding configurations.

› Custom designs available.

* EDSTROM™ trademark is not owned or licensed 
by CTB.

Easy to maintain

› Feeder is constructed with heavy duty 

16 and 18 gauge 304 Series stainless 

steel with tight hemmed edges. 

› Tight hemmed edges, with no gap, 

make the feeder easier to clean and 

minimizes where bacteria can hide 

and grow.

› Double-hemmed end cap corners and 

trough edge strengthens high wear 

areas. 

› The unique design of the pan area 

helps to keep smaller pigs from 

getting trapped behind the nipple or 

between feeding sides.

› Fewer parts mean fewer maintenance 

issues.

› Trough divider foot design features 

open arch at base for easier feeder 

clean-up.

› Multiple holes and knockouts simplify 

installation.

› Only four nuts to remove the water 

pipe assembly.

Chore-Time Shelf Feeder 
with removable water tube


